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P R O L O G U E

Letter to the Afterlife

Dear Mom,

Someone must set something down. I am the

only one left.

I feel wholly unfit as the guardian of our family’s

history. I cannot bear to look at the hundreds of

pictures and home movies, the jottings in the

margins of books, and the watercolors from

family vacations, which fill Dad’s sketchbooks.

The world is a different place.

It feels huge and empty.

A lot has happened since you’ve been gone.
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Over the years, you asked me to document the

ordinariness of my life. You claimed it made you

laugh. So here it is: part email-to-the-afterlife

and part companion for the living.

Your death coincided with Hurricane Jeanne.

Because you’d been christened Jeanne, the hurri‐

cane— strange as this may sound —became a

rare source of comfort.

The world outside was violent. I was in sync

with the world’s elemental forces of rage and

despair—war, suicide bombers, pandemics,

tsunamis, financial ruin, and nature’s perennial

reminder of her power, hurricanes.

I hope that if I have inherited anything from you

and Dad, it is your ability to focus on the absur‐

dity of daily life long enough to tickle out laugh‐

ter, passion, and hope.

Your request, for a fallen Catholic like me,

lingers like church incense, or like one of those

haunting imperatives I used to hear in mass:

Do this in memory of me.

All My Love,

Juliette
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I like a look of Agony,

Because I know it's true —

Men do not sham Convulsion,

Nor simulate, a Throe —

Emily Dickinson

Do you suppose our country would have been settled

If the pioneers had worried about being lonely?

Carl Dennis, ‘Invitation.’





I

1

G O  W E S T

moved to Oregon after the father of my children

blew up our brownstone on West 97th Street in

New York City. I had no doubt the move would be

better for our children, though I worried they would

never have a normal childhood.

Our intermediate move was to the New York City

suburb of Larchmont, where my best friend, Pat, and

her husband owned an apartment. After my son, Sam,

spent all his time on the playground burying dead

animals and my daughter, Grace, was the only girl in

her first-grade class not invited to an American Girl

birthday party, I accepted a teaching job in Portland.

After that same American Girl’s mother, Crystal,

said there was no room for Grace in Brownies, I told

Pat I’d lost patience with the mothers in Larchmont.

Crystal, who named her daughter after a cheese, was

the head of a book club that assigned short, bestselling

non-fiction titles like What to Say to God When You Get

to Heaven and How to Talk to Your Children about Their
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Inheritance. After Crystal made our book club listen to

Brie read her reflections on Barbies, ladybugs, and

unicorns, she looked at me with a vision of her child’s

future glory blazing in her irises.

“What do you think?” she asked.

“Wonderful,” I said, determined to get my heart‐

broken daughter into Brownies.

“No, I mean, really. You teach at that fancy private

school that’s a feeder school for Yale.”

Before I could answer, Crystal stated that Brie was a

genius. The other mothers vigorously agreed, but not

before noting that their children also had exceptional

talents. I did not tell them that as both a fourth-grade

teacher and a mother in this era of 21st century parent‐

ing, there was virtually nothing I had not witnessed.

With all the in-utero Mozart, Suzuki Method, Jump-

Start apps, Kumon, Sudoku and soy snacks, there

should not be a dummy in the bunch.

I was never invited back because I wondered (aloud)

if there could be so many geniuses in the world, let

alone a disproportionate number of them both in the

state of New York and affiliated with our Larchmont

book club.

“Crystal’s a cunt,” Pat said, with the irredeemable

vulgarity she manages to control in front of Sam and

Grace. “You did the right thing.”

Conversations with Mothers of Geniuses (MOGs)

like Crystal, as well as better job offers, and the aggres‐

sive (and in our case, violent) nature of life back East

were reasons enough to move. What’s more, our finan‐

cial future looked bleak, and we were not alone. After

The Great Recession, suicides were at an all-time high
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and parents behaved like Balzac’s Pere Goriot, a man

who so loved his daughter he moved to smaller and

smaller rooms in Madame Vauquer’s boarding house in

order to finance her lavish lifestyle. In today’s terms,

this corresponds to the sacrifices parents make to fund

their children’s obscenely expensive college education.

The glue that prevented me from moving were my

friends and family, many of whom had nursed us

through a hideous custody battle that, consistent with

statistics from the U.S. Census, landed us squarely in

the ranks of poor families headed by single mothers.

Two years later, I confess to pining for some of the very

things that drove me West.

People out here are so protein-powder, low-carb

healthy and laid back that I miss my wine-swigging,

cigarette-sneaking, bipolar friends in New York.

Today, Pat called to tell me that The New York Times

had an article about a bereavement group she wants me

to attend. “They’re doing very interesting work,” she

said.

Pat claims to have jurisdiction over my grieving

process. According to Pat, who is in mourning herself, I

am not grieving properly. I never hit Denial, Anger,

Bargaining, Depression, and Acceptance at either the

correct stages or at the right time. And forget about

experiencing them in the proper order, assuming I

experience them at all.

“I think the Bereavers are in your neck of the

woods,” she says.

“Which neck would that be?” I ask.
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“Tryon Creek State Park. Isn’t that near Portland?”

I am always giving Pat geography lessons, as I do for

all New Yorkers. I begin with Lewis and Clark, The

Louisiana Territory, and Thomas Jefferson. In the

Pacific Northwest, the expedition’s goal was to learn

where the continent ended. When I get carried away

about Lewis’s noble dog, Seaman, Sacagawea, and the

difficult winter at Fort Clatsop, Pat always interrupts.

“I really don’t give a rat’s ass about the Indians or

the explorers.”

So I ask her what she does care about.

“Everybody’s dying,” she says.

And here we go again. Because what Pat says is true.

Four years ago, Pat’s husband died of ALS. One year

later, she lost her mother to breast cancer and three

months ago, her Pomeranian rescue died of congestive

heart failure.

“Tryon Creek State Park is very close to Lewis and

Clark College.”

“Isn’t that where you teach?”

“No.”

“Close enough. The group meets every Wednesday.”

“I hate groups.”

“You’ll like this one.”

“I don’t ‘share.’”

“I’ll go with you,” she said.

Pat knows that I will do anything to get her to visit

Oregon, so I tell her I will think about it.

“What about your new boyfriend?”

“What about him?”

“Won’t he miss you?”

“He travels a lot.”
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I ask because Pat likes men and they like her. She

goes to daily spin classes, invoking the envy of women

who work a great deal harder to keep figures that are

far less girlish than Pat’s. Though she is in her forties

and nursed her beloved husband through a relentlessly

grueling disease, Pat’s still got it. At five feet ten inches,

she beats me by an inch. Men find her raspy voice sexy

even (or especially) when tossing out vulgarities that

could make her Pomeranian’s nipples blush.

My voice is soft and low, sans rasp, and I cuss only

when the occasion warrants. Eyes are a point of pride

for both of us: hers are huge, expressive, and espresso-

colored; mine are large and hazel. When the sun

catches Pat’s wavy, auburn-colored hair, it flashes like

copper (she prefers my caramel blonde mane with gold

highlights). She looks like an equestrian, with long legs

and a fragile yet tenacious grace (I’m curvier and trip

constantly over my students’ backpacks). When Pat was

a child, she owned a horse named Happy. It took her a

full year of intensive therapy to forgive her mother for

selling Happy while she was in college. But how she

loved my mother, Jeanne!

The thing I am finding is that I only want to be

around people who loved the people I have lost.

“Are you asking if Bill will miss me?” Pat asks

nonchalantly.

After her Pomeranian died, Pat took comfort in

writing to one of her old Connecticut boyfriends. She’d

had a torrid affair with him at Fairfield University, after

he saved her from flunking statistics, and was seeking

to renew their short but deliciously illicit Jesuit-school

relationship. This common history is something that
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Pat and I cherish. Actually, it’s stronger than that; we

crave it. So much so that when we find people with a

similar past, we prolong friendships and romances

beyond their natural expiration dates. We have lost the

elasticity necessary to form new relationships the way

other women lose bone density. Because our closest

friends and relatives live either very far away or in the

Afterlife, we have had to get through the day with

complete strangers.

“Il faut s’ameubler,” I can hear my mother say, which

is the French metaphorically existential way of saying

that when your house is emptying out, you have to

rearrange and/or surround yourself with new furniture

—no doubt it works much better in French. On some

days, I have that wintery, desolate feeling that I am

simply killing time, which is not how passionate people

want to live. Pat says that we are honing the skills

required for success in an assisted living facility, where

studies show friendly, flexible social elders who drink

wine fare best. But deep down, Pat and I are terrified

because, though we excel at polishing off a bottle of

wine with dinner, we might not end up in the same

Sunrise assisted living location. What’s more, we do not

play Bingo and we do not wish to dance the Hokey

Pokey in water fitness class for health and socialization.

When we visited nursing homes for my father, we

saw elderly people with so much history trapped inside

them, happening elsewhere, with people they missed.

They did not play Bingo either, nor did they smile when

the Girl Scouts sang Christmas carols. To be fair, a few

vacant stares came alive after a tone-deaf Santa sang

“Jingle Bells,” but only because Pat moaned, “Christ,
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would somebody give Santa a blow job and shut

him up!”

My father died at home. Thank God.

Bill’s first email set the tone for their long-distance

romance: “I still carry a small flame for you in my

dotage.” These daily frissons via text messages have

helped her move forward with her life.

So have her animal rescue projects.

Pat has no children and her only child, the deceased

Pomeranian, began what she calls her Brigitte Bardot

phase. “I devoted my youth to men,” Pat says, quoting

Bardot. “I devote my best years to animals. Very chic,”

she adds. “Like your French mommy.”

Pat has no idea how much I dream about my French

mother and my French grandmother.

During the day, I lead the life of a single, working

mother, summoning up the machinery for survival. At

night, I descend into the darkness and anxiety of an

active, traumatized mind. When I dream, I do not

want to wake up. I do not want to leave those I love. I

feel literally torn from the dream. I smolder like a

rocket booster, scorched by re-entry. I have trouble

participating in the day. I might be going through my

daily routine, but it’s as if I am living in another time. I

plod on, hunting and gathering, getting and spending,

but I carry an entirely different reality into my day. I

need strength. I need coffee. I need affection. I need

medication. I need love. I need understanding. I need a

belief in something outside of myself. I need to know

that I am not alone. I need to know that I have not lost

my mind. I need to know that my beautiful, sweet children

(and all the students I teach) will not be fucked up for the
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rest of their lives because of what adults have put them

through.

I am startled by the specificity of my dreams. Last

night, for instance: I am in Paris. I am ten.

I cannot find my grandmother’s home on the Rue de

Berne, near the Place de L’Europe. I take the wrong street—

Amsterdam, Budapest, Madrid or Constantinople—crossing

what seems like a huge plaza, with Danger de Mort! posted

on the enormous fence above the tracks. Below me, dozens of

rails merge like a cinched corset. The throb of transportation

rattles the bridge under my feet. Under the hangar at the

Gare St. Lazare, train after train stands ready for departure

—Geneva, Berlin or, within the region, Charentes-

Maritimes. The whistle sounds, the Depart! is announced,

and by the time the train passes near my Grandmother's

apartment, I hear the soft rhythmic shuffle of the wheels

gaining speed.

I am lost. I am lonely.

The smells of Paris combine in varying amounts: damp‐

ness, dust, dog droppings, bus fumes and, inside the stone

courtyards, mold. A Hollywood chewing gum wrapper holds

the promise of mint. The confiserie has a baptismal display

with dragées, sugarcoated almonds, smooth as clam shells

eroded by the surf, and hard as marble. I stop to buy my

mother the small, silver ones, which look like beads of

mercury.

When I arrive at my grandmother's house, my feet are

hot, swollen, and tired. I am wearing patent leather Mary

Janes.

She is not home.
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I had to sell my parents’ home just as Pat sold her

mother’s home. I would have sold our marital home on

West 97th Street had Nick not blown it up with himself

inside, having kept my name off the deed to the

property.

“I despised Nick,” Pat confided to me during the

memorial service his parents had organized. “He was a

calculating, lying, cheating, bottom-feeding, asset-

hiding, sociopathic Ivy League scumbag.” There was

very little room for anyone else’s rage as Pat snatched

up every existing share of Nick-loathing stock on the

free market.

Nor is there any point in discussing Nick with

anybody other than Pat because even well-meaning

friends and family members ask rational questions

like, “Didn’t you see the warning signs?” And the

answer is no. I did not. It was impossible to see any

warning signs because when I happily kept Nick’s

world aloft, he worshipped me and the children. After

he lost his job and started to unravel, the paranoid

detritus of Nick’s brilliant mind re-organized itself,

collecting injustices and focusing on his new Enemy

#1—me.

I was raised not to speak ill of the dead, yet I do not

mourn the departed with equal power or intensity. In

Nick’s case, I am heartbroken that my children lost

their father (and our puppy—I have no words), but I do

not mourn Nick as a wife. The cruelty was so profound

that any sun flares in my heart have long been extin‐

guished.

“All narcissistic sociopaths are alike,” Pat said, with

Tolstoyan authority while binge watching The Jinx.
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“They’re all like Nick or Robert Durst. They destroy

their family, their friends, and themselves.”

Only those who’ve been on the receiving end of

their lack of empathy can fathom the sudden and

chilling emotional shift from buttery sunshine to the

darkness of, well, winter is coming.

Pat tells me that one of the recommended exercises

for the Bereavement Group is to write remembrances,

poetry, or letters, which make me really NOT want to

attend. But the truth is: That is exactly what I have been

doing every night because I have tried everything and

nothing else helps – not even classics like C.S Lewis’s A

Grief Observed. I am composing messages almost like

prayers. They might be messages-in-a-bottle, or emails

to the Afterlife, but they are communiqués I am

compelled to write down. I feel a bit like the scientists

who search for extraterrestrial life. All those beams

going out; only static coming in.

Letter to the Afterlife

Dear Dad,

Here’s where we left off.

Mom died. By that time, your short-term

memory loss was acute, which turned out to be a

blessing.

You died eight months later. One month after

your funeral, we moved in with Pat after Nick

lost his job and blew up our home. The only

lagniappe for history buffs like you (and the City
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of New York) were the thousands of artifacts

unearthed in the crater left by the blast; among

them, John Stuyvesant’s wig curler.

Sam and Grace are okay, but just okay. I never

speak ill of their father. Tomorrow we fly to Los

Angeles to visit Grandpa Chola and Grandma

Kristina. My heart is breaking because I would

rather be taking them to visit you and Mom.

I promised Mom that one day I would write a

book “instead of just reading them.” I want to

write the book I’ve been trying to find. I want

the book to help others who are suffering.

This book will not be about Nick or the divorce.

I loved being married and, somehow, I still

love men.

I love you, Juliette

My children make it both impractical and impos‐

sible for me to lose my sanity, though they cope with

grief in ways that sometimes break my heart. Sam

makes gravestones in clay class. He asks me birth and

death dates, to be as precise as any stone carver. Grace

paints rocks from the garden and leaves them on my

pillow. She worries too much about comforting me.

Her words reflect the received language of eulogy: In

Loving Memory, Rest in Peace, Grandpa. Sacred Father.

Beloved Grandmother and Great Grandmother.
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Letter to the Afterlife

Chere Grandmere,

I can smell garlic while you cook poulet chasseur

at 8 Rue de Berne. I sit on your chaise longue,

asking you about the paintings on the walls and

the provenance of unusual objects—a silver hook

for lace-up boots and the pair of wooden

crutches I found in the closet.

Do you remember when we all visited the

church Van Gogh had painted in Auvers-sur-Oise?

Everything in the town, including the church,

looked gray and flat. The tourists would look at

the church on the postcard, with its undulating

cobalt sky and its spire swimming piously

towards the light, then they would glance at the

actual Auvers sky—pewter that day—and shift

their gaze back to the very church Van Gogh had

painted, a sour gray Gothic.

"This is it?" They all seemed disappointed.

I miss you and I miss our trips with Mom and

Dad. The world looks as gray and flat as Auvers

these days and I don’t seem to be able to see it or

paint it any other way.
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I wonder if you are saddened by your daughter’s

arrival so soon after you settled in. I suppose it

would have been far worse if her arrival had

preceded yours.

I think about you constantly, though I grieve for

my parents far more than I do for you. After all,

101 is a stunning achievement.

Bisous,

Juliette
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